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Abstract
We investigate in multidimensional compound Poisson processes (CPP) the relation between
the dependence structure of the jump distribution and the dependence structure of the respective
components of the CPP itself. For this purpose the asymptotic λt Ñ 8 is considered, where λ
denotes the intensity and t the time point of the CPP. For modeling the dependence structures we
are using the concept of copulas. We prove that the copula of a CPP converges under quite general
assumptions to a specific Gaussian copula, depending on the underlying jump distribution.
Let F be a d-dimensional jump distribution pd ě 2q, λ ą 0 and let Ψpλ, F q be the distribution
of the corresponding CPP with intensity λ at the time point 1. Further, denote the operator which
maps a d-dimensional distribution on its copula as T . The starting point of our investigation was
the validity of the equation
T pΨpλ, F qq “ T pΨpλ, T F qq. (1)
Our asymptotic theory implies that this equation is, in general, not true.
A simulation study that confirms our theoretical results is given in the last section.
Keywords: multidimensional jump relations, compound Poisson processes, asymptotic copulas, limit
theorems
MSC 2010 Classification: 60G51, 60F99, 62H20
1 Introduction
Let pNtqtě0 be a Poisson process on a probability space pΩ,F , P q with intensity λ ą 0 and let
Xj : pΩ,Fq Ñ pR,BpRdqq, j P N
be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, such that pXjqjPN and pNtqtě0 are independent. Set F def“ PX1
and
Yt
def“
Ntÿ
j“1
Xj , t ě 0. (2)
Y is a compound Poisson process with the d-dimensional jump distribution F . Given the n equidistant
observations Y1, . . . , Yn, Buchmann and Gru¨bel [2] propose in a one dimensional setting a deconvolution
based method to estimate the underlying jump distribution F . In doing so they investigate relations
between the jump distribution and the distribution of the resulting compound Poisson process (CPP).
To get more convenient with their approach we citate Lemma 7 in [2]:
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Lemma 7 of Buchmann, Gru¨bel [2]. Let F and G be probability distributions on R`
def“ r0,8q withş
p0,8q e
´τy Gpdyq ă e´λ for some λ, τ ą 0 and
G
def“ Ψpλ, F q def“ e´λ
8ÿ
j“0
λj
j!
F˚j .
Then, it holds
F “ Φpλ,Gq def“
8ÿ
j“1
p´1qj`1eλj
λj
G˚j . (3)
The convergence of the right-hand sum in (3) holds in some suitable Banach space Dpτq introduced in
detail in Buchmann, Gru¨bel [2]. Note, that we have by considering (2) the relation
PYt´Yt´1 “ Ψpλ, F q, t “ 1, . . . , n.
In this sense, Φ in the cited Lemma 7 regains the jump distribution F out of Ψpλ, F q.
In this paper we analyse in a multidimensional setting the relation between the copula of the jump
distribution and the copula of the associated CPP under the asymptotic λt Ñ 8. Our investigations
imply for instance that a multidimensional copula analogue of the above Lemma 7 in [2] does not hold.
To be more precise it is even not possible to define a copula analogue version of the function Ψ, cf.
Remark 3.7.
Organisation of this paper
To keep the technical overhead as small as possible, we assume in what follows w.l.o.g. the case d “ 2.
Section 2 simply states some useful definitions for our needs. If F is a two dimensional distribution with
continuous margins, i.e. F PMc, we denote with T F its unique copula, cf. Proposition 2.1.
In Section 3, we consider the copula of a compound Poisson process Y under the asymptotic λt Ñ 8,
i.e. we consider the limit behaviour of
T PYt “ T Ψpλt, PX1q, λtÑ8. (4)
Obviously, (4) implies that we can fix w.l.o.g. t
def“ 1 and consider only the intensity limit λÑ8. In this
context, Theorem 3.5 yields the convergence
T Ψpλ, F q Ñ T Np0,Σq, λÑ8
which is uniform on r0, 1s2. Here, Σ P R2ˆ2 denotes a positive definite matrix defined in Theorem 3.5.
Thus, it follows that the copula of a CPP converges uniformly under this asymptotic to the Gaussian
copula T Np0,Σq. To distinguish between the Gaussian limit copulas, we have to investigate whether
T Np0,Σq “ T Np0,Σ1q holds for two positive definite matrices Σ,Σ1 P R2ˆ2. This is done in Proposition
3.4: With the notations in Section 2 the entity
ρpPX1q “ ρpF q def“
ş
xy dF px, yqbş
x2 dF px, yq ş y2 dF px, yq
determines the limit copula of the CPP with jump distribution F “ PX1 . Using this asymptotic approach,
the statement of Corollary 3.6 implies that (1) is, in general, not true, compare Remark 3.7.
In Section 4, we analyse the resulting limit copulas of all compound Poisson processes in a certain way.
For this purpose, we investigate the map F ÞÑ ρpF q. The first interesting question is whether
ρpCq ?“ρpMc`q “ p0, 1s
2
holds, where Mc` denotes all two dimensional distributions F with F pr0,8q2q “ 1 and continuous
margins. To say it in prose: The question is, whether the set of jump distributions which consists of
the set of copulas C, can generate every limit copula, which belongs to a CPP with positive jumps.
Proposition 4.1 states that this is not the case since we have
ρpCq Ď
„
1
2
, 1

.
Note, that Cauchy Schwarz yields for every F the inequalities ´1 ď ρpF q ď 1 and that ρ can be
geometrically interpreted as the cosinus of the two coordinates of X1 in the Hilbert space L
2pΩ,F , P q.
Thus, from the above geometric point of view, copulas always span an angle between 0 and 60 degrees.
Additionally, Example 4.2 states that all limit copulas that are reachable by a copula jump distribution
are even obtained by a Clayton copula, i.e.
ρptCθ : θ P r´1,8qzt0uu Y tΠu Y tMuq “
„
1
2
, 1

,
see Section 2 for the notation. Finally, Example 4.3 provides the answer to the question of how to obtain
the remaining limit copulas which belong to ρ P `0, 12˘. In this example, we describe a constructive
procedure how to construct such jump distributions: Fix any 0 ă  ă 1. Simulate two independent on
r0, 1s uniformly distributed, i.e. U r0, 1s distributed, random variables U and V . If |U ´ V | ě , make the
jump pU, V q P R2. Else repeat this procedure until the difference between U and V is not less that , and
make afterwards the jump pU, V q P R2. All necessary repetitions are performed independently from each
other. Then, if  runs through the interval p0, 1q, we get a set of corresponding ρ values that includes`
0, 12
˘
. Observe that the resulting jumps of the above procedure are all positive.
Finally, in Section 5, a simulation study is presented. We investigate the finite sample behavior of the
convergence statement (10) in Theorem 3.5 by use of several MATLAB simulations. Clayton copulas are
simulated for the jump distribution of the respective compound Poisson processes.
2 Basic definitions
We denote with M the set of all probability measures on pR2,B2q where B2 are the Borel sets of R2.
Furthermore, define
F PMc : ðñ F PM and F ptxu ˆRq “ F pRˆ txuq “ 0, x P R,
i.e. the case that both margins of F are continuous. If we have additionally
F pr0, xs ˆRq “ F pRˆ r0, xsq “ x, 0 ď x ď 1,
we write F P C and call it a copula. Thus, we have defined a further subclass and have altogether the
inclusions
C ĎMc ĎM.
Define next R`
def“ r0,8q and
M` def“
 
F PM : F `R2zR2`˘ “ 0( , Mc` def“ M` XMc
and observe C ĎMc`.
For a more convenient notation, we do not distinguish between a probability measure and its distribution
function, e.g. we shall write without confusion
F pp´8, xs ˆ p´8, ysq “ F px, yq, x, y P R, F PM.
The definition of the map T in the following proposition is crucial for what follows.
3
Proposition 2.1. It exists a unique map
T : Mc Ñ C
with the property
F px, yq “ pT F qpF1pxq, F2pyqq, x, y P R
where Fk, k “ 1, 2 denotes the k-th marginal distribution of F PMc.
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 2.3.3. (Sklar) in Nelsen [5].
T is a map that transforms a probability measure in its copula. We require the margins to be continuous
in order to get a unique map. Note that it holds of course T|C “ id|C. We will deal with the following
concrete copulas:
Πpu, vq “ uv independence copula,
W pu, vq “ maxpu` v ´ 1, 0q Fre´chet-Hoeffding lower bound,
Mpu, vq “ minpu, vq Fre´chet-Hoeffding upper bound,
Cθpu, vq “
!`
maxtu´θ ` v´θ ´ 1, 0u˘´ 1θ )
θPr´1,8qzt0u
family of Clayton copulas,
with 0 ď u, v ď 1. Furthermore, define a function ρ via
ρpF q “
ş
xy dF px, yqbş
x2 dF px, yqş y2 dF px, yq (5)
on the domain of all F PMc which possess square integrable margins, and write as in Buchmann and
Gru¨bel [2]
Ψpλ, F q “ e´λ
8ÿ
k“0
λk
k!
F˚k, F PM.
3 Asymptotic results
Lemma 3.1. Given F, G PMc and λ ą 0. Then, it holds F ˚G PMc and Ψpλ, F q PMc.
Proof. Fubinis theorem yields with any fixed r P R
pF ˚Gqjptruq “ pFj bGjqptpx, yq P R2 : x` y “ ruq, j “ 1, 2
“
ż
R
ż
R
1tr´yupxq dFjpxq dGjpyq
“
ż
R
Fjptr ´ yuq dGjpyq
“ 0.
In order to prove the second assertion note that we have
Ψpλ, F qjptruq “
˜
e´λ
8ÿ
k“0
λk
k!
F˚k
¸
j
ptruq, j “ 1, 2
“ e´λ
8ÿ
k“0
λk
k!
pF˚kqjptruq
“ 0
where the last expression is zero because of what we have proven at the beginning.
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Proposition 3.2. Let pFnqnPN0 ĎMc and
Fn
dÑ F0, nÑ8.
Then, we have
sup
u,v Pr0,1s
|pT Fnqpu, vq ´ pT F0qpu, vq| Ñ 0, nÑ8. (6)
Proof. Set Cn
def“ T Fn and let F jn, j “ 1, 2 denote the two marginal distributions of Fn. Fix pu, vq P
p0, 1q2. Then, there exist x, y P R with
F 10 pxq “ u, F 20 pyq “ v.
Observe
F0px, yq “ C0pF 10 pxq, F 20 pyqq “ C0pu, vq.
Since with the margins of F0, F0 itself is also continuous, the assumption Fn
dÑ F0 yields
CnpF 1npxq, F 2npyqq “ Fnpx, yq Ñ F0px, yq “ C0pu, vq, nÑ8. (7)
Next, it holds
|Cnpu, vq ´ CnpF 1npxq, F 2npyqq| ď |u´ F 1npxq| ` |v ´ F 2npyq| Ñ 0, nÑ8 (8)
because every copula is Lipschitz continuous, cf. Nelsen [5][Theorem 2.2.4]. The latter convergence to
zero results from F jn
dÑ F j0 , j “ 1, 2 which is a direct consequence of the Crame´r-Wold Theorem. The
pointwise convergence in (6) follows from (7) and (8).
For the uniform convergence, fix  ą 0 and choose any m ą 1 , m P N. Then, we have for all 0 ď u, v ď 1
and
um
def“ tumu
m
, vm
def“ tvmu
m
|Cnpu, vq ´ Cpu, vq| ď |Cnpu, vq ´ Cnpum, vmq| ` |Cnpum, vmq ´ Cpum, vmq|
`|Cpum, vmq ´ Cpu, vq|
ď 4
m
` max
0ďj,kďm
ˇˇˇˇ
Cn
ˆ
j
m
,
k
m
˙
´ C
ˆ
j
m
,
k
m
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ď 5
for all n P N large enough.
Consider also the paper of Sempi [7] for further results in this area.
Remark 3.3. Let Σ P R2ˆ2 be a positive-semidefinite matrix. Then, we obviously have
Np0,Σq PMc ðñ σ11σ22 ą 0.
Assume this is the case, i.e. σ11σ22 ą 0. Then
(i) Σ is strictly positive definite, iff |σ12|?σ11σ22 ă 1.
(ii) T Np0,Σq “W , iff σ12?σ11σ22 “ ´1.
(iii) T Np0,Σq “M , iff σ12?σ11σ22 “ 1.
Proposition 3.4. Let Σ, Σ1 P R2ˆ2 be two positive-definite matrices with σ11σ22 ą 0. Then, it holds
T Np0,Σq “ T Np0,Σ1q ðñ σ12?
σ11σ22
“ σ
1
12a
σ111σ122
. (9)
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Proof. We can assume because of the previous Remark 3.3 w.l.o.g. that Σ and Σ1 are strictly positive
definite. Consider
T Np0,Σqpu, vq “ ΦΣpφ´1σ11puq, φ´1σ22pvqq, u, v P r0, 1s
where φΣ resp. φσjj denotes the cumulative distribution function of Np0,Σq resp. Np0, σjjq, j “ 1, 2. Set
further φ
def“ φ1. Considering the respective densities, the equality of the left hand side in (9) is equivalent
to B2
BuBvT Np0,Σqpu, vq “
B2
BuBvT Np0,Σ
1qpu, vq, u, v P r0, 1s.
Note that
B2
BuBvΦΣpφ
´1
σ11puq, φ´1σ22pvqq “
Bφ´1σ11
Bu
Bφ´1σ22
Bv
B2ΦΣ
BxBy
“
¨˝
e´
x2
2σ11
´ y22σ22
2pi
?
σ11σ22
‚˛´1 e´ 12 px,yqΣ´1pxyq
2pipdet Σq 12
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
pxyq“p
?
σ11φ
´1puq
?
σ22φ
´1pvqq
“
c
σ11σ22
det Σ
e´
1
2 z
tpΣ´1´D´2qz
ˇˇˇˇ
z“pxyq
,
with
D
def“
ˆ ?
σ11 0
0
?
σ22
˙
.
We have
ztpΣ´1 ´D´2qz “
ˆ
D
ˆ
φ´1puq
φ´1pvq
˙˙t
pΣ´1 ´D´2qD
ˆ
φ´1puq
φ´1pvq
˙
“
ˆ
φ´1puq
φ´1pvq
˙t
DtpΣ´1 ´D´2qD
ˆ
φ´1puq
φ´1pvq
˙
.
Furthermore, note
DtpΣ´1 ´D´2qD “ DΣ´1D ´ I “ pD´1ΣD´1q´1 ´ I
“ 1
1´ a2
ˆ
1 ´a
´a 1
˙
´ I, a def“ σ12?
σ11σ22
and
det Σ
σ11σ22
“ 1´ a2.
This proves, together with the fact that
p0, 1q2 Ñ R2
pu, vq ÞÑ pφ´1puq, φ´1pvqq
is a surjection, our claim.
Theorem 3.5. Let F PMc be a distribution with square integrable margins, i.e.ż
px2 ` y2q dF px, yq ă 8.
Then,
sup
0ďu,vď1
|T Ψpλ, F q ´ T Np0,Σq| Ñ 0, λÑ8 (10)
with
Σ
def“
ˆ ş
x2 dF px, yq ş xy dF px, yqş
xy dF px, yq ş y2 dF px, yq
˙
. (11)
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Proof. Denote with
řNtpλq
j“1 Xj the corresponding compound Poisson process to Ψpλ, F q, i.e.
PZλ “ e´λ
8ÿ
k“0
λkF˚k
k!
“ Ψpλ, F q
with
Zλ
def“
N1pλqÿ
j“1
Xj , λ ą 0.
Next, define a map
ϕλ : R
2 Ñ R2
px, yq ÞÑ 1?
λ
ppx, yq ´ EZλq.
It suffices to show that
ϕλpZλq dÑ Np0,Σq, λÑ8 (12)
because Theorem 2.4.3 in Nelsen [5] yields
T PϕλpZλq “ T PZλ “ T Ψpλ, F q,
so that Proposition 3.2 can be applied. Note that the latter application of T is allowed because of Lemma
3.1 and the fact that ϕλ is injective.
We verify (12) by use of Le´vy’s continuity theorem: For a convenient notation, set
Yv
def“ 〈v,X1〉 , v P R2
and observe
FNp0,Σqpvq “ exp
ˆ
´v
tΣv
2
˙
“ exp
ˆ
´EY
2
v
2
˙
.
Hence, it suffices to establish for every v P R2 the convergence
FrZλspvq Ñ exp
ˆ
´EY
2
v
2
˙
, λÑ8.
Write for this
E pexp pi 〈v, ϕλpZλq〉qq “ E
ˆ
exp
ˆ
i?
λ
p〈v, Zλ〉´ λE 〈v,X1〉q
˙˙
“ E
¨˝
exp
¨˝
i?
λ
N1pλqÿ
j“1
〈v,Xj〉‚˛˛‚expp´i?λE 〈v,X1〉q
“ exp
´
λpFrYvspλ´ 12 q ´ 1q
¯
expp´i?λEYvq
“ exp
ˆ
λ
ˆ
i?
λ
EYv ´ 1
2λ
EY 2v ` opλ´1q
˙˙
expp´i?λEYvq
“ exp
ˆ
´EY
2
v
2
` op1q
˙
, λÑ8.
This proves the desired convergence. Note that we used Sato [6][Theorem 4.3] for the third equal sign
and Chow, Teicher [3][8.4 Theorem 1] for the fourth equal sign.
Corollary 3.6. Let F PMc be a distribution with square integrable margins. Then, there exists another
such distribution G and a number Λ ą 0 such that T F “ T G, but
T Ψpλ, F q ‰ T Ψpλ,Gq, λ ě Λ.
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To be more precise, there exists u0, v0 P p0, 1q such that
lim
λÒ8 |T Ψpλ, F q ´ T Ψpλ,Gq| pu0, v0q ą 0.
Additionally, we can choose G PMc` if F PMc`.
Proof. For any c, d ě 0 set G def“ δpc,dq ˚ F P Mc and observe G P Mc` if F P Mc`. Because of
Theorem 2.4.3 in Nelsen [5] we have T F “ T G. Next, let X be a random variable with X „ F , so that
pX1 ` c,X2 ` dq „ G. Due to Theorem 3.5 together with Proposition 3.4, we only have to show that we
can choose c and d such that ρpF q ‰ ρpGq. For this purpose, note that
EpX1 ` cq2 “ EX21 ` 2cEX1 ` c2
EpX2 ` dq2 “ EX22 ` 2dEX2 ` d2
EpX1 ` cqpX2 ` dq “ EX1X2 ` cEX2 ` dEX1 ` cd.
Set rρ : R2` Ñ r0, 1s
pc, dq ÞÑ
ˆ
EpX1`cqpX2`dq?
EpX1`cq2EpX2`dq2
˙2
and observe rρpc, dq “ pEX1X2 ` cEX2 ` dEX1 ` cdq2pEX21 ` 2cEX1 ` c2qpEX22 ` 2dEX2 ` d2q .
Assume pc, dq ÞÑ rρpc, dq is constant. Then
d ÞÑ qρpdq def“ lim
cÒ8 rρpc, dq “ pEX2 ` dq2EpX2 ` dq2
is also constant. This implies
pEX2q2
EX22
“ qρp0q “ lim
dÒ8 qρpdq “ 1
which is only possible if VarX2 “ 0, i.e. X2 is a.s. constant which is a contradiction to the assumed
continuity of the second marginal distribution of F .
Remark 3.7. The equality
T pΨpλ, F qq “ T pΨpλ, T F qq, F PMc`, λ ą 0
does not hold in view of Corollary 3.6. This implies that a map
ΨC : C ÞÑ C
with the property
ΨCpCq “ T Ψpλ, F q, C “ T F, F PMc`
is not well-defined.
4 Two examples
Consider the introduction of this paper for the motivation of the following two examples.
Proposition 4.1. We have
1
2
ď ρpCq ď 1, C P C.
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Proof. The upper bound is a direct consequence of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. For the lower bound
suppose pU, V q „ C, i.e. in particular U, V „ U r0, 1s. We have to show that
EUV ě 1
6
.
Cauchy-Schwarz yields
Ep1´ V qU ď pEp1´ V q2EU2q 12 “ EU2.
This implies
EUV ě EU ´ EU2 “ 1
2
´ 1
3
“ 1
6
which proves the claim.
Example 4.2. Let pCθqθPr´1,8qzt0u be the family of Clayton copulas. Then, we have
ρptCθ : θ P r´1,8qzt0uu Y tΠu Y tMuq “
„
1
2
, 1

.
Proof. First, we show the continuity of the map
θ ÞÑ ρpCθq, θ P r´1,8qzt0u. (13)
For this purpose, choose a sequence pθnqnPN0 Ď r´1,8qzt0u with θn Ñ θ0. The pointwise convergence
Cθnpu, vq Ñ Cθ0pu, vq, 0 ď u, v ď 1
yields the convergence of measures Cθn
dÑ Cθ0 . Define the product function
H : r0, 1s2 Ñ r0, 1s, pu, vq ÞÑ uv.
Since H is continuous, we have CHθn
dÑ CHθ0 , which implies
CθnpH ď tq Ñ CθpH ď tq, θn Ñ θ pt-a.e.q. (14)
Finally we can writeˇˇˇˇż
H dCθn ´
ż
H dCθ
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇż 1
0
CθnpH ą tq dt´
ż 1
0
CθpH ą tq dt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż 1
0
|CθnpH ď tq ´ CθpH ď tq| dtÑ 0, nÑ8
where the last convergence holds because of (14) and dominated convergence. This proves the claimed
continuity. Next, observe the pointwise convergences
Cθn Ñ Π, θn Ñ 0, θn P r´1,8qzt0u,
Cθn ÑM, θn Ñ8
and C´1 “W , cf. Nelsen [5] (4.2.1). This completes, together with the continuity of (13),
ρpW q “ 1
2
, ρpΠq “ 3
4
, ρpMq “ 1
and Proposition 4.1, the proof.
Example 4.3. Let tUk : k P NuY tVk : k P Nu be a family of i.i.d U r0, 1s distributed random variables
and fix any 0 ă  ă 1. Set
T
def“ inftk P N : |Uk ´ Vk| ě u.
Then, the following two statements are true:
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(i) pUT , VTq „ UpIq with I “ tpu, vq P r0, 1s2 : |u´ v| ě u.
(ii) Set
ϕ : p0, 1q Ñ r0, 1s
 ÞÑ ρpP pUT ,VT qq.
It holds p0, 34 q Ď ϕpp0, 1qq.
Proof. To have an unambiguous notation in this proof, the two dimensional Lebesgue measure is denoted
in the following with l2 instead of λ2.
(i): Let A P B2 and write
P ppUT , VTq P Aq
“
8ÿ
k“1
P ppUT , VTq P A|T “ kqP pT “ kq
“
8ÿ
k“1
P ppUk, Vkq P A|pU1, V1q P Ic , . . . , pUk´1, Vk´1q P Ic , pUk, Vkq P IqP pT “ kq
“
8ÿ
k“1
P ppUk, Vkq P A|pUk, Vkq P IqP pT “ kq
“ P ppU1, V1q P AX Iq
P ppU1, V1q P Iq .
Note that P pT “ 8q “ 0.
(ii): Obviously l2pIq “ p1´ q2 holds. Next, we obtain
EU2T “ pl2pIqq´1
ż
r0,1s2
u2 1Ipu, vqdl2pu, vq
“ p1´ q´2
ˆż 1

ż u´
0
u2 dv du`
ż 1

ż v´
0
u2 du dv
˙
“ 
2
6
` 1
3
and
EpUTVTq “ pl2pIqq´1
ż
r0,1s2
uv 1Ipu, vq dl2pu, vq
“ 2p1´ q´2
ż 1

ż u´
0
uv dv du
“ p1´ qp3` q
12
.
A symmetry argument yields EpV 2Tq “ EpU2Tq, so that we have
ϕpq “ p1´ qp3` q
2p2 ` 2q .
Continuity of ϕ and
0 “ lim
Ò1 ϕpq ă limÓ0 ϕpq “
3
4
proves (ii).
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5 Simulation study
In this section, we investigate the convergence (10) in Theorem 3.5 by means of numerical MATLAB
simulations. For this purpose, choose
F “ Fθ “ Cθ, θ “ 0, 1, 2, 5,
i.e. the jump distribution is a two dimensional Clayton Copula, compare Section 2. Since we need for
the convergence (10) the values of the matrix (11), consider the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. Let C be a two dimensional Copula with existing first partial derivatives. Further, let
U, V be to random variables, such that P pU,V q “ C. Then, we have
(i) P pV ď v|U “ uq “ BCBu pu, vq, 0 ď u, v ď 1,
(ii) EpUV q “ 12 ´
ş1
0
ş1
0
u BCBu pu, vq dv du.
Proof. Fix any 0 ď v ď 1. Then, it holds for every 0 ď a ď 1ż a
0
P pV ď v|U “ uqPU pduq “
ż
tUďau
Ep1tVďvu |Uq dP “ P pU ď a, V ď vq
and ż a
0
BC
Bu pu, vqP
U pduq “
ż a
0
BC
Bu pu, vq du “ Cpa, vq “ P pU ď a, V ď vq
which proves (i). Concerning (ii) consider
EpUV q “
ż
UEpV |Uq dP “
ż
uEpV |U “ uqPU pduq “
ż 1
0
uEpV |U “ uq du. (15)
Further, it follows from Bauer [1][Theorem 23.8]
EpV |U “ uq “
ż 1
0
PV |U“uppv, 1sq dv “
ż 1
0
p1´ P pV ď v|U “ uqq dv. (16)
Finally, a substitution of (16) in (15) proves together with (i) the claim (ii).
We have for θ ą 0
Cθpu, vq “ pu´θ ` v´θ ´ 1q´ 1θ , 0 ď u, v ď 1.
This yields
BCθ
Bu “ u
´θ´1pu´θ ` v´θ ´ 1q´ 1`θθ , 0 ď u, v ď 1
and, thus, we have together with Proposition 5.1 (ii)
EθpUV q “ 1
2
´
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
u´θpu´θ ` v´θ ´ 1q´ 1`θθ dv du, θ ą 0. (17)
θ 0 1 2 5
ρpCθq 0.7500 0.8696 0.9206 0.9712 .
Table 1: Gaussian limit copulas as a function of θ
Note the connection between EpUV q and Spearman’s rho ρS , cf. Nelsen [5][Theorem 5.1.6.], i.e. we have
ρS “ 12EpUV q ´ 3. However, a closed form expression of Spearman’s rho for Clayton copulas is not
known and hence, we perform numerical calculations of the integrals in (17) and state the results in
Table 1. Observe further, that it holds
ş
x2dFθ “
ş1
0
x2 dx “ 13 , θ ě 0 and that θ “ 0 implies that U and
V are independent, i.e. E0pUV q “ E0pUqE0pV q “ 14 .
We are able to simulate i.i.d. samples of a Clayton Copula Cθ, θ ą 0 by use of the following proposition.
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Proposition 5.2. Let U and Z be independent U r0, 1s distributed random variables. Set
V
def“
´
1` U´θ
´
Z´
θ
1`θ ´ 1
¯¯´ 1θ
.
Then, we have
pU, V q d“ Cθ, θ ą 0.
Proof. Proposition 5.1 (i) yields
Fθ,upvq def“ PθpV ď v|U “ uq “ BCBu pu, vq, θ ą 0, 0 ď u, v ď 1.
Observe that
F´1θ,U pZq d“ pU, V q, θ ą 0 (18)
is equivalent to
F´1θ,upZq d“ PV |U“uθ , θ ą 0, 0 ď u ď 1 (19)
which is the condition of (18) on U “ u and that (19) is a known fact, i.e. (18) is true. Thus, it remains
to calculate F´1θ,u , 0 ď u ď 1, θ ą 0. Consider for this
BCθ
Bu “ u
´θ´1pu´θ ` v´θ ´ 1q´ 1`θθ “ Fθ,upvq.
A straightforward calculation yields
F´1θ,upyq “
´
1` u´θ
´
y´
θ
1`θ ´ 1
¯¯´ 1θ
, 0 ď u, y ď 1.
This proves together with (18) the claim.
Consider in this context also Lee [4]. The next proposition is useful for the simulation of the Gaussian
limit copulas in Theorem 3.5.
Proposition 5.3. Fix any ´1 ď τ ď 1 and let X and Y be two independent, N(0,1) distributed random
variables. Set
U
def“ φpXq, V def“ φpτX `
a
1´ τ2 Y q, Σ def“
ˆ
1 τ
τ 1
˙
where φ denotes the cumulative distribution function of N(0,1). Then, it holds
pU, V q d“ T Np0,Σq, ρpNp0,Σqq “ τ.
Proof. Observe that
ˆ
1 0
τ
?
1´ τ2
˙
is the Cholesky decomposition of
ˆ
1 τ
τ 1
˙
, i.e.
pφ´1pUq, φ´1pV qq d“ Np0,Σq.
This proves together with the definition of ρ, cf. (5), the claim.
Figure 1 shows a scatter diagram of respectively 500 i.i.d. samples of Clayton copulas and their associated
Gaussian limit copulas, compare Table 1.
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Figure 1: Clayton copulas and their associated Gaussian limit copulas
Figure 2 simulates the copulas T Ψpλ, F5q, λ “ 3, 5, 7, 20 by plotting respectively 500 i.i.d. samples.
Considering Theorem 3.5 and Table 1, it holds
T Ψpλ, F5q Ñ T Ψp8, F5q def“ T N
ˆ
0,
ˆ
1 τ
τ 1
˙˙
, λÑ8,
uniformly on r0, 1s2 with τ “ 0.9712. However, Figure 2 indicates that even T Ψp3, F5q is close to
T Ψp8, F5q. All four copula plots in Figure 2 resemble the associated Gaussian limit copula T Ψp8, F5q
in Figure 1. Hence, this graphical comparison method seems to be inadequate, i.e. not subtle enough.
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Figure 2: Compound Poisson copulas for increasing λ.
As a solution, we simulate in Figure 3 the density of the difference
∆pλ, θq def“ |T Ψpλ, Fθq ´ T Ψp8, Fθq|, λ “ 3, 5, 7, 20, θ “ 0, 1, 2, 5.
To be more precise, let pXkλ,θqk“1,...,N resp. pY k8,θqk“1,...,N be N i.i.d. samples following the distribution
T Ψpλ, Fθq resp. T Ψp8, Fθq and let K Ď r0, 1s2 be a measurable set. Then, it holds by the strong law of
large numbersˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N
Nÿ
k“1
p1KpXkλ,θq ´ 1KpY k8,θqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ |Ep1KpX1λ,θqq ´ Ep1KpY 18,θqq| ` oP p1q (20)
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“ |pT Ψpλ, FθqqpKq ´ pT pΨp8, θqqpKq| ` oP p1q
“ ∆pλ, θqpKq ` oP p1q.
Set
Ki,j
def“
„
i
M
,
i` 1
M
˙
ˆ
„
j
M
,
j ` 1
M
˙
, i, j “ 0, . . . ,M ´ 1
for some fixed M P N. Thus, (20) yields that the numbers
ci,j
def“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇM2N
Nÿ
k“1
p1Ki,j pXkλ,θq ´ 1Ki,j pY k8,θqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ , i, j “ 0, . . . ,M
are approximations of
δpλ, θq def“ ∆pλ, θqpKi,jq
λ2pKi,jq , i, j “ 0, . . . ,M ´ 1,
which is for large M an approximation to the density of ∆pλ, θq in the point p iM , jM q. We set N “ 106
and M “ 30 in our simulations in Figure 3 .
It remains to find a suitable representation of the function
Ψ : t0, . . . , 29u2 Ñ R`, pi, jq ÞÑ ci,j .
Ψ is realized as a 2D-plot in the following way: Plot in the square Ki,j , i, j “ 0, . . . , 29 randomly tαci,ju
points where α ą 1 is a scaling constant in order to controll the average point intensity of the respective
plots in Figure 3. Here, we choose α “ 20, so that mi,j plotted points in a square Ki,j represents a
density difference of
mi,j
20 .
The plots in Figure 3 clearly illustrate the decrease of the density difference since the respective scatter
diagrams are getting thinner with increasing λ. Further, the largest difference is around the origin. This
is not surprising since a compound Poisson process does not jump with the probability e´λ in the unit
intervall and thus, the corresponding distribution has an atom at the origin. This is in utter contrast
to the continuity of the Gaussian limit copulas. However, this effect vanishes for increasing λ, compare
Table 2.
λ 3 5 7 20
e´λ 0.4978 ¨ 10´1 0.6737 ¨ 10´2 0.91188 ¨ 10´3 0.2061 ¨ 10´8
Table 2: Probability of no jumps
Finally, Table 3 states the total difference mass of the limit copula and its approximation, i.e.
}∆pλ, θq} def“ ∆pλ, θqpr0, 1s2q “
M´1ÿ
i,j“0
δpλ, θqpKi,jqλ2pKi,jq “ λ
2pK0,0q
α
M´1ÿ
i,j“0
αci,j “ number of dots
18000
.
The entries in Table 3 are decreasing in λ and increasing in θ. This can be interpreted in the sense that in
the case of a Clayton copula, a stronger dependence of the components in the jump distribution results
in a slower convergence to the Gaussian limit copula.
θzλ 3 5 7 20
0 0.1058 0.0227 0.0161 0.0132
1 0.1095 0.0311 0.0228 0.0151
2 0.1115 0.0413 0.0283 0.0161
5 0.1293 0.0591 0.0411 0.0201
Table 3: Total difference mass }∆pλ, θq}
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Figure 3: Density difference plots
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